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Slow potassium dynamics and seizure evolution
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report on the results of this phase plane analysis and show
comparisons with results from in vitro experiments.
Seizures involve dynamics on a wide range of temporal
scales, from spike times on the order of milliseconds to
the large depolarizations seen in single cells that can last
several tens of seconds. At the longest time scales, these
events modify the cellular environment, altering oxygen,
potassium, sodium and other electrolyte concentrations
to produce a durable but transient modification of the
network dynamics. In order to investigate these slow
dynamics we have developed a highly simplified model
that monitors the changes in ionic concentrations in and
around highly active cells, while disregarding the fast
dynamics responsible for action potential generation. We
model the time-dependent potassium concentration in
and around a cell resulting from flow through voltagegated channels, pumps, and the surrounding glial network. The flow through voltage-gated channels is determined by time-averaging simulated potassium currents in
a Hodgkin-Huxley conductance-based neuron. The current is a function of both intra- and extracellular potassium concentrations and responds to changes in the
concentration gradient over a duration that is long compared to the time associated with spiking events. On the
other hand, this response time, which can be as slow as a
fraction of a second, is still short compared to the lifetime
of a network seizure and can be considered instantaneous.
Therefore we disregard the response time and approximate the model as a pair of differential equations which
are amenable to a complete phase plane analysis. We
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